
  



This event is focused on understanding the potential of technology and data, to tackle urban 
challenges, and promote sustainability and resilience, based on the unique factors and needs 
of secondary cities* and developing urban areas. The event will raise questions, ideas & case-
studies forged on Israel’s built environment, while exploring Israel’s comparative advantage 
in urban technology, innovation and policy and the potential to become a test-bed and 
nurturing ground for smart & sustainable technologies for other global secondary cities and 
cities of the developing world.  

 
The event is held in collaboration with LVRLACC, the organization of cities and counties 
around Lake Victoria- with participation of mayors, chairman and senior officials from Kenya, 
Uganda and Tanzania 

 

* Secondary cities are defined as cities with population of under 500,000, 10%-50% of the largest city or with a 

substantially smaller financial market). 
 

 

Agenda: 
 

1430 - 1500   Registration & Networking  

 

1500 - 1510      opening remarks   

 

1510-1610    URBAN DATA, DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION & CYBERSECURITY   

-  Why smart secondary & developing cities matter -   Rafi Rich, ceo, S.U.iT.S & smart city 

consultant for UNHABITAT   

- Flexible management systems- from iron dome to your city-   Dan Pizan, S.V.P Global Business 

Development Security & HLS,  mPrest 

- Personal HLS & Civic Engagement – Amotz Koskas, CEO, SayVU 

- Privacy and defending emerging cities from cyber-attacks –  Eyal Issaschar, Lead Security 

Engineer, Check Point Software Solutions  

 

1610 - 1620 coffee break & networking 

 

1620 - 1720 governance, innovation & smart urban infrastructure 

- Smart Municipal Water Management- Zohar Yinon, CEO, Hagihon Water Company, Jerusalem  

- Master Planning for Localized Infrastructure,  Lital Shelef-Dori, City architect,  Hadera City 

- Geo-Mapping & Policies for Co-Managing Urban Services-   TBC 

- Smart Regional Strategies for Promotion of SME’s in the Periphery  - David Alon, VP, Eastern 

Negev Cluster  

 

1720 - 1730    One on One: closing discussion  

                      Vincent Kayanja, Mayor of Entebbe, Uganda, chairman of  LVRLACC   

                      & Shirley Ben-Dak, head of global initiatives at SUiTS,   
 

*This event will be held in English 

 

 
Due to limited space, please register at  

innovation-https://ilgbc.org/course/urban 

 

 
Participants are invited to the cocktail and opening evening of the ILGBC conference at 1730 

 
 
 

https://ilgbc.org/course/urban-innovation

